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main() { for (; 0!= (*(char *)0);) ; } GCC outputs: error: expected primary-expression before '>' token Visual Studio outputs: error C2296: '>' : illegal for 'for' I think that both code can be evaluated into the same result, and the major difference between them is that Visual Studio outputs an error, and GCC doesn't. I'm a little confused that this int is invalid because of

the 'i', and I don't think that the compiler interprets the code. If I remove the 'i', I will get the same result in both Visual Studio and GCC, but why Visual Studio will output an error and GCC won't? A: As explained in the C++03 Standard, §6.5.4/1: The expression denoted by an expression-declaration shall have an id-expression as its initializer unless it is an object-
declaration. The initialization shall be a constant expression (5.19) that has a value greater than zero. If the initializer is a (single) declaration, the initializer shall have no side effects; otherwise, the declaration shall have function-type or the same syntax as a declaration of a non-function template-parameter. The initialization shall be a constant expression and not an

lvalue-to-rvalue conversion (5.2.3). For the same reasons, a similar example is illegal C (even C99): int main() { int x = 1; for ( ; x!= 0 ; c6a93da74d
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